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It has been a busy winter here in Haiti. Our biggest miracle has been Laree and 

Bidiory’s major orthopedic surgery.  You can watch us on PBS!  Journey Film 

Company was here making a documentary on 7th Day Adventist Clinics in Third 

World Countries and we were in it! They filmed the boys before, during and after 

surgery. They even filmed me praying and talking about Jesus!!!! Updates to come 

on when it will be aired. 

The hospital where the surgeries were done was 3     

hours from home! Dr. Scott Nelson did the surgery        

on Bidiory’s severe club feet.  He will be in casts for              

three months.  Dr. Dror Paley did Laree’s surgeries. 

(You should look up these doctors on Google.) Laree 

had rickets and was severely deformed. His right leg 

had SEVEN orthopedic procedures done and he received two units of 

blood. Two days later Dr. Paley did his left leg. It would take a whole 

newsletter to describe a Third World hospital and our 8 day stay! The     

doctors allowed me to administer their meds and do their care.  We are 

home now and both are recovering well. Bidiory has an infection where 

one of his incisions was.  His cast was removed because his foot swelled 

twice its normal size. Keep him in your prayers.  Both boys can’t bear weight on their legs for two months. 

The hospital gave us two new wheelchairs. God is so good!!!!!!! 

Special thanks to my dentist Dr. Denny Mollard and Vicki from Schmitt Dental Lab who 

made it possible for me to change Metane’s life and bless his smile with eight new teeth. 

A 24 year-old woman with an 80 pound tumor had surgery in February.  I was able to be a 

part of it and even care for her at our orphanage after surgery. In February I drove her to 

Port au Prince again for her second CAT Scan but she had gained 40 more pounds since 

November and could no longer fit in the machine! It wasn’t a tumor, it was mostly fluid. I was able to work 

with the American team and go in on her surgery while they removed 17 GALLONS (that’s 146 POUNDS!) 

of fluid from her. They think it is a very rare parasite. The fluid was sent to Texas for further testing. 

Kristi Lee will be moving in this fall to start our American School. We are extremely 

excited about this! Kristi presently is working at another mission so has experience 

with American education here in Haiti. Please let us know if you would like to sponsor 

one of our kids for an American education like what Pony and Kesmy had (and    

graduated from) and what Marc is going through right now. Oh...speaking of Pony, he 

graduates from high school in Minnesota June 6th (I will be there) and had interviews 

with PRINCETON and HARVARD. YES!!! I am not kidding!! PRAY PRAY….. 

Kesmy had 18 credits last semester, assists a youth pastor and is in the Moody Men’s 

choir. I told him I couldn’t accomplish that with arms!!! 
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Eddy and Ermicile, a Haitian couple to be married this summer, have 

moved in with us to care for the children. They are a Christian couple who 

came from another orphanage with 8 years experience. Another huge   

blessing!!!!!! 

Kwam and Lisa are still here as our directors but Kwam drives his ice truck 

everyday and has his mechanic business. Lisa just had a son, Alexander, (I 

got to name him) and cares for her two year old niece, so they are both very 

busy!! Lisa and Kwam are my biggest blessing and I cannot be here without 

them!!!!! 

  

PLEASE remember I cannot do any of this without your prayers and financial support. We have to increase 

our monthly income to support all we are doing.  Sharon Hujik is professionally doing our website so please 

view it in a few weeks. Soon I will be back on Facebook with updates. 

God bless you all to the max and may we be more bold in our faith and prayer wherever we go!!!! 

Jesus, we give you our hearts our souls and our service!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

In Christian love,  

 annie 

Eddy & Ermicile 


